
HAMBURGER APPROACH ESSAY WRITING

How is your hamburger essay writing done? What is common between this yummy dish and your school assignment?
The hamburger method of writing is pretty.

When writing a persuasive essay, I first read any relevant source material a few times through to make sure I
understand the concepts. Technology, for example, is a good topic because it's something we can all relate to
in one way or another. It's the best tool for making sure your copy is strong, clear, and error-free! Your final
statement can be a future prediction based on what you have shown in the essay. For example: Forbes
magazine reports that "One in five Americans work from home". Structuring the Essay aka Building a Burger
Think about a hamburger for a moment. Information technology has revolutionized the way we work. At its
simplest form, the challenge is a restated main point. Whether it's in the countryside or in the city, you'll find
people working everywhere they can get online. I did the same with my hamburger story above. When
developing a main point, allow your research to enhance your opinion. It is simple and easy to be composed,
just like hamburger. Besides writing, Justin is an avid traveler and foodie. Don't use quotes to fill space.
Remember this number. That is where the hamburger model comes into play. Hamburger writing model
resembles a hamburger for a reason. This map, called an outline, serves as a diagram for writing each
paragraph of the essay, listing the three or four most important ideas that you want to convey. This is why
research is the starting point for persuasive writing. Let's get started! Don't include useless information, but be
picky and use quotes only when you intend to talk about what they mean and why they matter to your
argument! Keep in mind that this method applies to body paragraphs, which are basically any paragraph in a
paper other than the introduction and conclusion paragraphs. With the reader left re-evaluating their approach,
the persuasive essay succeeded. A reader will decide in the first few lines if they will read your essay or move
onto the next thing. Combine the two into the point you want people to walk away with after reading. Let's
look through each of the elements of five paragraph essay hamburger and review them in detail. If you were to
use a direct quote instead of paraphrasing, this is where you would want to place the quote. Use additional
stories or examples to continue drawing the reader in so they understand your argument. Each hamburger
model paragraph plays its own and unique part in forming the way how the reader sees the essay. After this
first sentence, add your thesis statement. From Portland, Ore. In this example, the author concludes by making
a prediction based on the arguments made in the essay. Concluding the Essay The summary paragraph
summarizes your essay and is often a reverse of the introductory paragraph. No one hooks a reader better than
Benjamin Sledge. The body of your essay, where you'll present facts to support your position, must be much
more substantial, usually three paragraphs. While not very detailed, I used the memory of my elementary
school experience to draw the audience into this essay.


